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COMMUNICATING EVALUATiON RESULTS TO$T4E PUBLIC:
A FOUR tTEP PROCESS

A major problem facing all evaluators is non-utililzation of results (cf.,
. . .

Patton, 1978;'Haenn, 1980). A frequent factor in non-utilization of re-u-tsi

- is lack of communication or miscommunication between evaluator and public.

The'purpose of this paper is to outline a procedure for communicating

evaluation results to various publics in an effort to achieve wider, use of

,evaluation results. jThis paper,,in its approach and authoiship,

combination of strategiei from the evaluation specialist and the

relations specialist.

This approich i,s .depicted graphically below in Figure 1.

ANALYZE**
ANALYZE information needs to
find out what pecple already
know, what they need to now,
and where they get their
information.

Representative sample

Gallup pontype Questions

Train volunteerS

PLAN around thiresults of
the analysis

Who 'Veils to know?

What do they need to
know? "

Who Is the best person
to provide Me
information to them?

What are the best ways
to pet the intormation
across?

, How Can I licsd out it
they 901 the messivie?

EVALUATE effectiveness of the
total communication prograen as
well as each separate
communication

COMMUNICATE following an
inverted triangle lormat:

Solicit speCMC
"information from

people ictenhlied in
your plan

Use results'of
valuation for future
plans

Figure-1%

,

Focus omstudents or
children. not scOrs1

Relevant arid credible

Only as neceSsary to
support key ideas

VA. CUATEtt 4,COMMUNICAT

represents a

public

Four step process,of communicati4 qvaluation
results to the public'
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The.process consists of four steps. In the first step we analyze. The

second .step is plan. In the planning phase, strategies for communicating with
0 4

various indiVIduals and groups are,mapped out. The third step is to

communicate. This is the most obvious-step and the one in Which we actualTY

'present.a message to a person or to a group of people. The fourth step is to

evaluate.' In ;his stage, we determine whether or not the analysis, planning,

.and communication have been effective. Whdt we want to know at this stage is

whethei or not the communicatibn achieve'd its intended purpose. Inasmuch as,

the evaluation feeds into the nexr round of analysis, the process is

cyclical. We now turn our attention to a detailed discussion of.each of the

four stem. S%

Analyze.
AR ,

The first step of any communication requires that we analyze the

perceptions of the people with whom we
4

wish to communicate. Thisvptails

finding out what people already, now about the educational program of

interest,, what their misconceptions might be, and where they have gotten

informatiOh about this program in the past. An excellent example of:an

analysis of people'i*perceptions of public schools is.the annual Gallup Poll

of education (cf. Gallup, September, 1981).

According to a recent Gallup Pon (197 ),bapiroximately one.adult in three

has,children enrol-led in pulidic schools. The other two-thirds'of the Ault

population have no children enrolled in public schools. Furthermore, theie

ate vsome interesting differences beEwten those adults who'do have children

enrolled in the public Schools and those who do,not.

In 1979, approximately half of all'adults who had children in school (49%)
\,

indicated that they believed that schools Were doing a good job: TWat is, 49%

of the'adults surveyed.would give the school an "A" cir "B" rating. it must be

-2-
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pointed out here that We -poll,sters did not provide criteria for Af B, C, D, E
.

or F ratings. Each respondent-was free to supply his or her-own rating

crit eria.

Of the two-thirds of the adulZ population who had no children in s'chool,

4 144

the number wtio gave public schools an "A" or "B" rating was 29%. In 1981, '30%

of this group gave the, public schools an,"A" or VB" rating (howeve, only 467.

of parents'of public school children gave the schools An.."A" "B" rating).

Among the group of adul.ts who had no childcen in school, 29% expressed the'

belief that schools have gotten worse in some way in,the last ten years.

Although this question was not addressed in the 1980 O 1981 .G.;litip Polls, it

may be,safe 'co assume, based on the relative stability of the overall rating

question, that an equivalent number of non-parents will continue to have this
a

perception of the public sohools today.

The Gallup Poll is merely one example of analys is at the national level.

this lappro.;ch is an extremely effective one and one that is-not prohibitively

costly or complex to use at th'e local level.. In fact, tany school districts

currently employ a survey similat to that used in th7 annual Gallup Polt of :

education. The questions aFe available as are dir ctions on how to select

questipns and train interviewers (Gallup, 1981, p.46; Banach,. 1980).

The crdcial aspect of ana,lysis is that the information gathered in the.

analysis be gathered from a truly fandom sample of people. It is too_often

the cilse that program administrator's and evaluator& rely op ii4ormation that

is,toeo close and too hi.Ld to be of help in spotting'points of deep publix4-

concer aboit the( rograms. As noted previously, the methodology for

selectin ining interviewers and conducting the interviews is avaiLable

and relatively inexpensive. In many instances, parents or volunteer groups

-3-
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have been usecrto'conduct the interviews. The actual numbers of iesRonses

required tiiachieve a sufficient leyel of precision iq the survey are shown

below in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1

*
Sample Sizes Needed to-Detect Trends

In Surmey Resulb-with + 5% AccUracy

(95% Confidence Level) .

Proportion Giving a Particular Response

Populition

Over 10,000

5 000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200;
100
50

.05 or .95 .10 or .90

75 150
75 140
75 135
75 135
75 135
75 130

, I

.20 or .80 .30 or ./0 4Q or .60 .50

260 315 365 400
245 315 360 370
235 305 345 360
235 300 340 355
230 295 330 345
220 280 A : 315 325

4'0

70 125 ' 200 245 270 . 280
70 125 195 . 240 265: 270

.70 120 190, '',' 235 255 260
70 120 185 .225 245 250
70 115 175 LS , 230 . 235
65 110s 165

,.
'' 200 215 220

65 105 155 180 1?5 20Q
60 95 140 A 160 : 170 170
55 85 115 125 130 135
45 60 75 80 80 80
30 40 45 45 45 45

taK/

4
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Table 2 .

4

Maximum Sample Sizes Needed to Assure 95% Confidence

In Survey Results With + X% Accuracy

44'
Degree of AccOracy Required

Population Size + 1% + 2% + 5% + 10%

Over 10,000 10,000 2500 400 100
10,000 4900t 1940 370 100
5,000 3290 f625 360 95

4,000 2835 1505 355 -95

3,000 2290 1335 345 95

.2,000 1660 1095 325 95

1,000 910 710 280 90
900

.

825 - 655 270 90
800 740 600 260 90

1r

700
(,600:
500

.,

400
300

.
200
100
50

655 545 250 85
565 480 235 85
480 415 220 85
385 345 200 80
295 270 170 75
200 185 135 70

100 ,.; 100 80 , 50

50 50 45 35

4

iw

,
:

Exainple: Yo6 want eo.be able to interpret responses with + 5% accuracy.
From a population of 3000 people, you select a s'imple of 345. On a
particular issue, 47% of the people in the sample respond in a
certain way. You can predict with 95% cOnfidence that between 42%
and 52% of the people in the population would respond in that way

on that issue. As t)le sample proportion departs from 50%, the
confidence interval becomes even narrower. Thus, for example, if
78% of the sample had responded in a dertain way, you could predict
with 95% confidence that between 73.9% and 82.1% of the population
would respdnd that way.

1

-
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Table 1 represents the sample sizes n,ecessary to achieve;plus-pr-minus 5%

accuracy at the 95% cOnddence level. This t able is specificalirrelated to P

c

questions which will yield percentage type responses.- For example, if

respondents are 'asked the.question "Do you think our Ashoo/s are doing a good

job?" some will say yes, some.will say no, and some will,be undecided. The

expected percentages of any ode of tHese categories will dictate to some

extent thd.size of the dample needed. If,'for example,.30% or 70% of the,

respondents are expected to give a particular response, and.if Oe local,

population is 5,000r then a sample 84e Of 305 is.needed to achieve plu or

minus 5% accuracy at,the 95% confidence=level.

Table 2 assumes the closest,possible split on any issue. As any issue

approaches a 50/50 split, the size of sample needed to assure accuracy

increases.

same answer is not a very controversial issue. Therefore, a relptively small

svple seize can deteci fairly accurately what the population Orceritage

actually i. On the other hand, where gO% of the population believes one

41.6 thing and 50% believes anothe , we have a controversial issue On our hands;
4,43.7,- 4

Where there is controversy, larger sample sizes are needed to absure-
,

accuracy. Table 2 not only shows sample sizes needed for plus or minus five

/7
percent precision aCcuracy but for plus or minus 1%, plus or m inus 2%, and

In'iother words, %1 issue on which 80% of the population gives the

plus or minas 10% precision. It should be noted that even with large samPle

sizes (anything over 10,000) a plus or minus 2% degree of precision can be
A

adhieved with a sample size of.2,500. A degiee of precision of plus or minus

5% can be achieved with a sawle of 400 for populations of 10,000 or more.

One ciitical aspect of selecting a sample size is to identify the

/ 67

potential use'rs of the information you will be gathering. If this audience

L
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Oesn't approve of or understand thesample size or the sampling procedures,

the results vill halle o,impact. Therefore, it,is imperative that .sample size

be discussed with potential information users.

Finally, there are three crucia).'questions to addres; in the analysis.

)

These are:

o What do they know?

o 'What misconceptions exist? ,

o Wherakdid they get-their information?

In preparing to communicate with any audience or public, it is necessary

to find out what inforMation has 4ready been shared with that public. This.

activity encompasses the first and third questions shown above. It is

necessary not only r6 find out what the public already knows about the
,

particulax educational program of interest but where they obtained this

p
information as well. Was it from reliable sources? Was it from friendly or

unfriendly sources? Was it from biaged sources?

X

This last question leads us t.o the issue of whether or not misconceptions

exist. In working with Title I ok the Elementary and Secondary Act of 19653 I

continue to find thEit many people have gerioua Misconceptions about this

program at the national, state, and local levels. 'Quite frequently, nonTitle

I teachers and principals in buildings which are served with Title I funds

have serious misconceptions about the identity of Title I. Any attempt to

communicate evaluation results to individuals who have a basic misconception

abolkt the nature of the program being evaluated is doomed to failure'.

Plan

As informatioa from the'analysis becomes available, evaluators can move on

.to 'the second step of the communication process. In this there

re's

7
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'are actually six copponents to consider. Then-era: 1) public; 2)'mess4e;.
,-.--

., .

. Wsource; 4) channel; )) reaction, and 6) feedback. Each of.these components

1

is described in some detail below.

Public. In planning to present- evaluation ree;ilts, the first point which

evaluators must recognize is the fact-thatuthe public actually'consists of

ieveral different goups or individuals. These individuals and groups can be

referred to as publics. Each,public will be characteristically different from

each other*public. The purposes for communicating with the varioys publics

will also be quite diverse.

the first planning task, therefore,'is to determine exactly who'the

various publids are. The analysis may have revealed, for examplethat one ,

.. N
...

public holds certain misconcept'ons about the program being considered, .that

'another group has very strong feelings about that same program, or that

another group is a priority public because of their day-to-day contact with,
_

that particular program. In practice, the number'of-publics may be-quite
,

large.

For example, one might first divide publics into internal publics ind

external publics. Internal pubYlcs are those Individuals or groups Who have

day-to-day contact with students or programs. External publics, onthe other-

\
hand, are those individuals or groups who would hot have day-to-day contact

with student or programs. Each of these groups Can be further subdivided into

smaller groupj For example, internal ?plies might be divided.into,students,

teachers, administrators,,other school emPloyees, and so on. Even one of

these groups might be further subdivided into smaller groups. For example,

,the teacher group might well be divided into new teachers? elementary grade

teachere, resource teachers, and a host of other teacher categories. The

point is that each,of these specific publics differs from other publics in

ways that are relevent to the next five planning components.
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Message. Each public will eventually receive a slightly'different
4

message.. The basic message may well be the same for all publids. For

example, the basic-message might well be that the program is effecti4.
Zf

HoWever, because each of the publics has slightly different functib4s aid

information needs, the specific message which ultimately reeche9 each public

will be slightly different from the others. The forlowing exa ple from

Title I evaluation is offerred as illustration.
,

. -

dodsider three groups of individuals whom we'will identgy as,Public A,
..._\ .

. . ) //41
.

Public B, and Public C. The concern of.Public A is the "ellationship between,

4

Title I assistance and achievement tn the regular schoo program. From the

i
general message that the pirogram is effective, the spec/i tfic message for this

i,

group might be'nhe children are showing marked impi6Vement in reading and in
.

:/.' .

, other areas." Public B has overall responsibility'4or movtng programs forward
_

.. e
,.

and is very'responsive to information concerning,g4t scores. Therefore, the

specific message for this public might be "progM changes have led to better

reading test scores."- Finally, Publie C is c erned about children once they
.

leave"the Title,I program. For this public,1ie. speckfic message is based On
,

, ,

a sustained effects studyiand might be statO 'most-chitdren
;

are continuingito
PTO/ -

show progress AVen without extra help." In ther words we have,geared each

message tower& the specific characteristicj1and information needs of the

various Niblics even though the basic mesOge might be the same.

The implicatidn for evaluation plan ing should be obvious. The evaluator

who plans to communicate evaluation reAults effectively.to several publics
;

7

Will need to identify many sources of information. These information sou-ces
1 ' -

i. r

Somemust then be woven together into a 4qrent,-overall evaluation design.
_

information souTces may only be appropiriate to one or two publics. To the

extent that those publics cat have an impact on the program being evatuated,

the corresponding infc.rmatiOArsources becomelhigh priority sources.

-9-
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Source. Just as.it is necessary togear specific)messagés to the

information needs and oiclyacteristics of different publics,';-it is necessary to

have that message presented by a credible'source. By source we mean an.

individual whpm the public trusts. Again, note that we are defining tiublid
4

here in very specific terms; for example, jzi;Irents of-children in a.particular

neighborhood, %onTitle I teachers in a particular school, etc.

Generallytspeaking, the more ihe specific public-and the source have in -

common, the more credible the sourcewill be. School public-relations experts

speak of key communicators with thiS idda in mind. l(ey'communictors are
1.

people who are usually fairly easily identified in any,group. Basic

sociometric techniquel, whether foTally or informally al)plied, may be.used to

discover-who the "stars" of any grou-p are". These individuals are likely to be

the ones from whom other individuals in the -group get their information.

Returning to the 67% of adults who have no children in the publiC schools,
'4

we can discover man5t specific publics within this group: :pit group consists

o(civic andreligious groups, neighborhood groups, socidl ,voups, recreation

groups, work groups, and many other, subgroups or publics. Within 'each of the
It

subgroups or publics there are one or more stars.or key communicators who'can

easily be identified. A major step in communication then is to cultivate

these specific individuals as sources.

This process'is most appropriate at the school level but may also be
\

applied at the district,level as 'r . Many school principals and some

districtlevel administrators keep lits of key communicators along wq the

phone numbers of those key communicators handy. Whenever somdthi4 impotant
q -

happens or.ia about to happen, the school principals or other administrators

inform key communicators who then spread the word throughout the restKof tha
-

\

group. These 'same principals and administrators also call periodic meetings

\
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. juat to keep.kay caMmunicators up-to-date. This raises an important,issue.

.

-Schooi principals are absolutelyessential links ia any communication pro5ess'

about any schiel program whether i. be with.inteihal publics or with external

publics. A good deal of attenzior.....hould be given tt:i school principis in'the.
me

,analysis phase to determine what L.-L.:: people know about the specific/programs.

4Rf interest what theirattitudes .toward them are, and what their impact on the

.programs is likely to be.

Channel. Having identified ditral different publics, their information.
.,

. .

ne eds, and appropriateeources for presenting informatiod to those publics, we

turn our attention to deciding which lOannels of communication are most P
A

appropriate. The results of the analysis step of the process may yield some
14 '

helpful: infOrmation in deciding upon one or more channels of information. For
,

example, the results of the analysis may show that certain individuals or

r publics normally get.their information in certain ways and prefer getting

their kaformation in those wars. A concelpus among cbmmunication experts

A
seems to be that.the maes media.(newspa per,television, radio) are appropria e

for disseminating large aMounts'bf information to many people over a short

0
period of time. Howeveri these channels are not appropriate for shaping

'public. opinion. Our opinions are,tyPically shaped through interpersonal
...

communication channeld.

.If the objective of communication is simply to disseminate basic

information to a wide aUdience with no intent to shape or mold opinion or

behavior, masa media are appropriate: On the other hand, if the analysis

reveals there are negative attitudes or misconceptions or hostility toward the

progra then the .correction of these negative attitudes and hoftilities will

ire inerpersonal approaches. One example of negative attitudes might be

resentment aginst Title.I harl'ored by notrTitle I,teaching staff. No amount

.

of brochures, gewsletters, posters, or other devices is likely tahave any

.f



effect on this resentment.

discuss ationally with one non-Title I person what is actually going on 'in

the p og am and how the prograp affects and interacts wit4 the total school

program. This one non-Tit_e I person may then,be considered a key

communicator who can in tun-. relay the message to other non-Title I teaching
11,

What will be required is that one Title I person

staff. This is why an analysis of internal publics is,so impor6int, and iv is

why identification of key communicators ik also, tant.
6

As a final note, one can never be absolutely sure which channel will be

the most effective in getting a message across to a specific public.

Therefore, whenever the chance presents itself, it is helpful to present the

same or similar messages to a giVen public through as many channels as

possible. For example, in an AERA paper presentation, there are at least two

channels of communication; the written word and the spoken word. The written

or spoken word is ofte'n supplemented with graphs, tables, or other kinds of

illtistrations. Some may respond sive positively to a question and answer

Session. It is quite conceivable that fourtor five diffei.ent channels might

be-USet-inia-1..lzminute AERA paper presentation. Within those five channels,

there is 'likely to be somethinefor nearlrevery member'of the audience. The

same is true for othei audiences Or publics.

Reaction and Feedback. As we are deciding who needs to know what and who

should present this ing.ormation through.whiCh channels, we also need to give

some thought to the method by which,we will find out whether or not the

communication was effective. In this regard we must focus on two doncepts.

As information is presentedoto people, they hive varying reactions. Some

examples of reactions are letters to the editors of newspapers, calls to a

school board about a particularIy volatile issue, and people telliri'you after'

an AERA presentation that you did a good job. .These are ill reactions.

-12-
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single prOblem with all these reactionsis that they tend,to yield a biased,or

4istorted picture"of how the entire public received the message. Therefore,

it is ehecessary to plan for the active solicitation of different kinds of

.reactions from,a representative sample of theapecific public. This active

4 solicitation of reactions is termed feedback. ,

The strategies for getting feedback are very simiLar to some of the

strategies employed in the analysis step of the process. Therefore, the plan

. .may ifclude a formal sampling of specific publics, or it may simply consist

follow-up conversations with several key tommunicators. Whatever the plan is,.

it is important for the evaluator or others involved in the planning to

remember that the feedback must'be representloive. In order for the feedback

to be representative,it must be4actively.solicited.. Reliance on unsolicited
-,

reaction has-kept more than one good-iValUitor working q the dark.
,

Communicate'

Having been -ehrough the first two steps of the process, we come to the

step where infb-rmetaoh is actually shared win someatfeeite. Thisstp gfrould

be a lot easier if the first two steps have been carefully taken. In a sense,

this step may be considered ,similar to the tip of an iceberg. It is the part

.)

.that ii seen but is actually tbo smallest component.

14th the exception of editors of scientific journals and perhaps some of

our colleagues, the basic format for all communications of evaluation results

should be fairly similar. This form4t is graphically 'depicted below in

Figure 2. , Figure 2 shows the s,ix basic questions addressed by journalists

followed by credible quotes from vedible sources, followed by the details.



4

Figure 2. Basic communication format

The format depicted_in Figure 2 is not just for newspaper articles but for

brochures, newsletters, oral pretettations, atd even forMal evaltation
- .

reports. As early'al-poliih1e in -a-presentaticin og results,the eValuator

needs to Wentify wbo did something, what they did, 'when "and where they did.

it, why they did it,'and how they did it. Particularly important with

information intended for mass consumption, we need to tell the public th4 we

are talkir& about children. 1$ we are not talking about children, we really

do not have much to say (even to the two-thirds Of adults who do not have

children in the public schools)-

One point to note is that the first part offthe preisentation is quite

broad but not very deep. That' is a great deal of grpund is cov-red with

little or no detail. Thjo is precisely the kind of information-that.is called

foT here; thipt is, a broad overview that does not go into too much detail.

Details can be saved for later when yoU have the attention of the intended
.

public.

-14- 1
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Having gotten the attention oc the snecific,public, it is helpful to move
1.

on to more specific informatiou. The next section ofr-the triangle depicted in

Figure 2 is entitled Quotes and Sources. The-sources are those individuals

-referred to earlier as credible sources to.specific publics. Any good

npaper article, for example, will quote people who are intigetely familiar

wifh the'facts of the story or Alo.are directlyinvolved in the incident being

reported.. Again, recallidg an.earlier comment,'it will be hel*ul to match
N.%

sources to publfcs. Thus, far example, presentations to parent groups might

well include oral or writte comments from other parents. Presentatfons to.

school boards,.on.the other hand, might include observations from teachers,

members.of the communftyl or other groups of wriom the board members depedd for

their political baae.. Again, ehere is an obvious implication for evaluation

practice. These comments constitute leWimate evaluatiOn data for some

publics and must'ther,re be collected.

The bottom portion of the triangle depicted in Figure 2 contains the

details. This ia the proper plade for ta-bles, numerical and statistical

analyses, and other supporting details. Except for mandated statistical'

reports, these details shlmld be kept to an absolute minimum. This is also

not Ehe time or place,to summarize. The summary should have been at the very

Assuming Oat we Are talking abour)a written report, you will have many

readers at the beginning and lewer readers at the end. A siMple way to

illustrate this concept is to consider how you read a newspaper. You probably

read the headlines and perhaps the first paragraph or two of most artipes On

page one. If a story .begins on page,One and is continued on page 36, it is

not likely that you will finish the story on page 36.

-15-1
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; Hnless t'he story or article is about an issue that greatiy concerns you or

has a direct impact on your life, you will not read beyond the first

paragraph.. If you are mildly interested in the toliic, you will read a bit

More to see whois involved and what their con4ents are. Only if you are

4L-extremely interested in o excited about the topic will you read all the way.

so.......V.e end of.the article on page 36. The same is true for oral reports and?
"

..

written reports. ''If the purpose of the oral report is not clear by the end of
) - .

,the first few seconds, then very few people will have.the intrinsic motivation

to follow your'line ef thought until the end of the,-presentatifon.

..-

...

In nil respect, -evaluators can eot 4fford to take a scholarly point'of

.

vrew in reporting. That imp we do not have the luxury of providing an

exten sive discussion of background and methodology prior to the pres,entation

of results and our conclusions. Conclusions must usuall'y bkjpresenVd firs.t

.

In this sense; the for&at for coMmunicating or,'followed by background.

prelenting the

been taught in

'In summary

the Outset and

purpose of .the

information make exaCtly the opposite of what many of us have

graduate school as proper writipg techniques.

then, the focus of any communication should be very broad ai

becorni more and more specific. This is true whether the

communication is to provide basic information, or to persuade,

or to clarify misconceptions, or to achieve any other purpose.

Evaluate

Having presented:a well defined message to a specific well- dentifiedc

public,, tilere is a tremendous temptation to believe that the job of

communication is finished. However, it is not. The final task in any'

. /

communication is to evaluate the effectiveness oE that communication. A major
:-

reason for conducting this evaluation is the fact that there are likely to be

-16--
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future opportut:ties or needs to communicaterwith the same public. -Unless the

evaluator or oth.z..7- individual presenting the information has a thorough

understanding of th _fectiveness of the communication, that person cannot

plan effbctiv elir for i6tiire communications. 'questions that need to be

considered in this evalUation are '!Did the public receive the message? Was

the purpose of the coqmuhication ...zhieved?"' Stated somewhat differently,

Nere the objectives met? Was any action taken? ,Did we reach them in/iime"

a

A'crucial aspect of evaluation is being(able to deal with several.

different possible answers to the questionslpresented above. There is an old

axiom that if you can't deal with the answer, don't ask the question. In

ot,her words, evaluators and.program administrators should be prepared to

listen carefully to criticisms and be ready to make changes where changes are
.

.
. . .

..

clearly'indicated. If a report is presented to a parent group, for example,
.. . .

.. .-
.. . of
evaluators can talk ta key communicators or a random sample oE the people in

1.
. .

,

the group to ask what,tfiey thought of bie report. Did it seem accurate? Has

it changed.any of their'attitudesl. What did itlhean n'terI9 of thdir
4 ,

children or school?

In evaluating the effectiveness of any commetnidation, it is important for

the evaluator to keep several'points in mind. First, people have selective

mempries. What this means in communication is that those portions f the

communication which support individuals' existing points of view are more'

likely to be remembered and understood than those portions of the

communication which do not. In extreme caties, inform;ttion receivers may

actually remember exactlythe opposite of what the source said and yet believe-

.

that it is exactly what-the source
,

said. Second, where the subject is
1

controversial, those individuals who have tken sides-are yery unlikely to

attend to new information. Of cat;re17,igkevaluator 11 be well awZre Of the

exiiting beliefs apd yiews of the publics with'whom he or she Is communicatipg

- 1,77



a

from the results of the analysis conducted in the first step. In the, p1t4nnins

step the evaluator or other communicator will have established Communication

objectives accordinglyc Given reasonable and manageable cotnmunicatioii

objectives, the evaluation is more likely to produce results that will be

effective in the next round of Commun. ation.

, Summary,

In communicating with the public on the success of any school program,

_/
is first necessary to datetitine what th-e public 4lready knows, what Lb

misconceptions people may have, where paople get their information; and,who

are likely to be the top priority publics. Given;.this information, it is

it

possible to develop thorough plans for communication. These plans consist of

a series of decisions concerning who needs to know what, who should present
A

the infoxmatiOn through what 'channel, and how the iesponse ,to the

communication will be monitored. Next, the plan is implemented sucti that the

big-picfure is given first and Elle details last. Finally, feedback from the.

public is actively solicited in an effort to determine whether or not

f
effective communication is taking place. This feedbaCk is then used in the ,

--,;nextcycie of 'planning. In. this way, the process becomes not a linear one of

four steps but-a:cyclical step where each step leads tO another.

At §everal points'in the process, we have actively sought input from other

people. Thus, communication must be viewed as a two-way process. In essence,
-

we listen as v'kll as speak. Generally speaking, communication of evaluation

results to the public is more effective if we are generally ristening rather

Olen generally speaking.

ANL,
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